
Take & Make Craft: Miniature Book

 Instructions
These make fun, classy gifts or can be
used in many ways; send in lieu of a
letter, keep track of passwords, or use
as a tiny journal. They can be decorated
however you choose, but three unique
stamps are included.

Supplies Provided:
1 Sheet of quality paper
Length of embroidery floss (Use 6 of the 8 strands)
1 large eye needle
3 unique stamps for embellishment

Supplies you will need to provide:

1. Fold paper into quarters as carefully as possible. Unfold and refold each
folded line for crispness.

2. Open paper and fold lengthwise (will look like a
large letter size envelope) and then fold each end
to the center fold line. Fold and refold to create
sharp creases.

5. Fold once crosswise (short ends together), position folded edge
closest to you and carefully use a scissor to cut along from the
folded edge along the foldline to the fold to the center.

Scissors
Glue

cut from fold to center dot

6. Open paper, fold again lengthwise and set on edges, cut opening
is on the top. Push both ends to center, this should push the folded
project into a recognizable book shape!

7. Lay your creation down and firmly rework creases yet again.

8. Lay book flat. With a pencil make 7 dots equally spaced from edge to edge. Mark the outside dots
very near to each edge but not AT the edge. Marking the center will aid in your positioning.



9. Pierce through each dot with your needle to prepare to bind. After piercing through the center
pages, flip to the first and second pages and pierce through along the fold using the existing holes
as a guide. Then pierce again between the 3rd and 4th pages. Bookbinding tips can be found at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9O4kFTOEh6k&ab_channel=SeaLemon

10. The floss comes with 8 strands. Remove two of them and thread your needle with the six
strands and knot the end. Here is a link to instructions on separating floss.
https://www.needlenthread.com/2013/08/embroidery-tip-how-to-separate-floss.html

11.  Starting with the book open to the center, hide your knot on the inside
on an edge and bring threaded needle to the outside spine of your book.

13.  When you get to the opposite edge of the book, stitch back to the
'knot' edge filling in the gaps so the binding stitch appears solid on both
sides.

14. Open to pages one and two and repeat and then do the same for
between pages three and four.The outside binding will get thicker and
thicker as pages are worked. In the end you will have traveled across and
back the outside spine 6 times. 

16. Glue on your stamps, or chosen embellishment, and perhaps add a title to the front. (If
you wish to create more pages, carefully slit along the folds with a sharp knife). Interested
in more book binding? Here are two titles in the Stillwater Library collection:

12. Stitch to opposite edge. (Inside and outside will look
the same with spaces between stitches.)

15. Knot on the inside. Trim close to the knot, maybe use a touch of glue.

Making handmade books : 100+ bindings, structures & forms by Alisa Golden 
Bookcraft : techniques for binding, folding, and decorating to create books and
more by Heather Weston.


